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ABSTRACT Complete sets of low-resolu-
tion conformations are generated for eight
small proteins by rotating the Ca-Ca virtual
bonds at selected flexible regions, while the
remaining structural elements are assumed to
move in rigid blocks. Several filtering criteria
are used to reduce the ensemble size and to
ensure the sampling of well-constructed confor-
mations. These filters, based on structure and
energy constraints deduced from knowledge-
based studies, include the excluded volume
requirement, the radius of gyration constraint,
and the occurrence of sufficiently strong attrac-
tive inter-residue potentials to stabilize com-
pact forms. About 8,000 well-constructed de-
coys or ‘‘probable folds’’ (PFs) are constructed
for each protein. A correlation between root-
mean-square (rms) deviations from X-ray struc-
ture and total energies is observed, revealing a
decrease in energy as the rms deviation de-
creases. The conformation with the lowest en-
ergy exhibits an rms deviation smaller than 3.0
Å, in most of the proteins considered. The
results are highly sensitive to the choice of
flexible regions. A strong tendency to assume
native state rotational angles is revealed for
some flexible bonds from the analysis of the
distributions of dihedral angles in the PFs,
suggesting the formation of foldons near these
locally stable regions at early folding pathway.
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INTRODUCTION

Two major difficulties faced during the computa-
tional search for the most favorable state of proteins
are (1) the exponentially large number of possible
conformations, and consequently the low probability
of generating a sufficient number of compact confor-
mations having native-like packing density, and (2)
the lack of effective criteria for differentiating be-

tween correct and incorrect folds. A possible way of
overcoming the first difficulty is to adopt coarse-
grained, or low-resolution, models. These allow for
extensive coverage of the conformational space. Af-
ter generating coarse-grained conformations, an im-
portant question is to assess whether an energy
function exists that is able to discriminate between
the native fold and the misfolded structures.1,2 Sev-
eral sets of empirical energy functions have been
derived for this purpose using Protein Data Bank
(PDB)3 structures, as recently reviewed.4,5

One aim of the present study is to test the possibil-
ity of recognizing the native fold among a set of
well-constructed decoys, using a recently proposed
low-resolution model and energy parameters.6 Com-
plete sets of conformations will be generated for
eight test proteins, using a number of structure and
energy constraints that ensure the optimization of
the computational time and memory requirements,
and also the extraction of the relatively more prob-
able folds. The resulting set of well-constructed
decoys will be analyzed with the objectives of (1)
characterizing the energies of the conformations as a
function of their root-mean-square (rms) deviation
from X-ray structures, and (2) identifying stretches
of residues, or protein segments, accurately folded in
a large number of low-energy conformers. An effort
in this direction is motivated by recent studies7–9

that emphasize the usefulness of examining en-
sembles of energetically favorable conformations as
a realistic means of approaching the protein folding
problem.

Our conformation generation approach is similar
in spirit to that recently adopted by Park and Levitt.2

Basically, the packing of rigid structural elements
connected by flexible strings of amino acids is ex-
plored. Some segments of the proteins are therefore
implicitly assumed to possess sufficient stability on a
local scale to maintain their structure during the
three-dimensional organization of the molecule. The
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set of accessible conformations is further reduced to
about 8,000 well-constructed decoys for each protein
upon resort to multiple screening criteria controlling
the global size and energy characteristics of the
generated folds.

A sequential scheme for structure formation goes
back to the original proposals of Ptitsyn and Rashin10

and Cohen et al.11 for a-helices, and Cohen et al.12 for
b-strands, while distance-constraint approaches to
protein folding may be traced back to the studies of
Wako and Scheraga.13,14 Folding algorithms utilizing
secondary structure assignments or a number of
distance restraints proved useful in several coarse-
grained simulations.15–26 Obviously, such hierarchi-
cal folding algorithms are useful if (1) a sequential
folding mechanism is valid for the investigated pro-
tein, and (2) information about the preformed second-
ary structure elements, or more precisely the iden-
tity of relatively rigid segments formed at early
folding stage and maintained throughout the folding
pathway, is available.

The present study is composed of three parts: (1)
generating a complete set of conformations for each
protein by rotating the virtual Ca-Ca bonds located in
the flexible regions, (2) sorting out the most ‘‘native-
like’’ conformations, referred to as probable folds
(PFs), on the basis of the database extracted criteria
for the overall molecular dimensions and inter-
residue potentials, and (3) analyzing the PFs in
comparison with X-ray or nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) structures.

In addition to an assessment of the discriminative
ability of the particular coarse-grained method and
knowledge-based potentials, the present analysis
may give insights into other issues related to protein
folding. For example, is the energy minimum at the
native state deep and broad enough to be recognized
despite moving in relatively large steps over the
energy landscape? Such a trait was discerned in our
previous enumeration of the conformations acces-
sible to ROP monomer,26 but we needed further
evidence for clarification. Another point of interest is
to understand the limitations of a sequential folding
mechanism, and to identify, if any, chain segments
that invariably recognize the correct tertiary fold in
all generated PFs and might therefore act as nuclei

or core regions. The present method and results will
therefore be analyzed from these perspectives.

MODEL AND METHOD
Dataset

The proteins considered in the present study are
presented in Table I. The same set was previously
considered by Park and Levitt2 in their simulation of
protein conformations. The PDB identifiers, the size,
and the structural class of each protein are listed in
the table. These are structurally distinct, except for
434 cro protein and 434 repressor, which are homolo-
gous but distant in sequence.

Model

The virtual bond model originally proposed by
Flory and collaborators27 is adopted for representing
the backbone. A backbone of a protein of n residues is
therefore represented by n 2 1 virtual bonds. li is the
length of the virtual bond connecting the ith a-car-
bon, Cai

, to the (i 1 1)st, Cai11
. ui is the bond angle

between li and li11, and fi is the torsional angle
defining the rotation about bond li. The sidechains
are each represented by a single interaction site, Si,
specific to the type of the amino acid. Si is deter-
mined from the centroid of either all sidechain
atoms, or a few specific ones, depending on the type
of the amino acid, as previously described.6,28 The
sidechain virtual bond of length lSi

connects Cai
to Si.

usi is the bond angle between li and lSi
, and fSi

is the
sidechain dihedral angle defined by the three consecu-
tive bonds li-1, li and lSi

. The set of geometric vari-
ables 5li21, ui21, fi21, lSi

, uSi
, fSi

6 completely describes
the position of the ith residue, provided those of the
preceding two a-carbons are known.

Conformational Sampling Technique

Conformations are generated by rotating the back-
bone virtual bonds at fixed intervals within their full
range (2180° # fi # 180°), while the remaining
geometric variables are held fixed at their native
state values. Clearly, complete enumeration of all
bond rotations is not technically feasible. Intervals of
30°, for example, lead to n 5 12 rotational states per
residue, and consequently nn-2 < 1252 states to be
enumerated even for the smallest protein of 54

TABLE I. Proteins Considered in the Present Study

PDB
code Protein

Resolution
(Å)

Size
(n)

Structural
class Reference

4RXN Rubredoxin 1.2 54 — 47
4PT1 Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor 1.5 58 a 1 b 48
1R69 Phage 434 repressor (N-terminal domain) 2.0 69 a 49
2CRO 434 Cro protein 2.35 71 a 50
1SN3 Scorpion neurotoxin 1.8 65 a 1 b 46
1CTF L7/L12 ribosomal protein (C-domain) 1.7 74 a/b 51
3ICB Calbindin D9k (vitamin D-dependent) 2.3 75 a 42
1UBQ Ubiquitin 1.8 76 a 1 b 52
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residues in our set. A significant reduction in confor-
mational space is achieved by assuming that some
segments are preformed at early stages of folding
and possess sufficient internal stability to be held
rigid in simulations. This approach has proved use-
ful in recent simulations.2,17,20,21,23,26 A subset of ten
rotatable bonds, generally located in loop regions,
may, for example, be conveniently chosen to enumer-
ate n10 < 1011 conformations for each protein. With
this simplification, each protein is divided into five or
six rigid segments, separated by four or five hinges
composed of two or three ‘‘flexible’’ residues.

The proper selection of flexible residues is criti-
cally important for the success of the method, as will
be elaborated below. In view of this feature, we
performed our simulations using two sets of flexible
residues for each protein. The former is taken to be
identical to that previously proposed by Park and
Levitt.2 Figure 1 displays the partitioning of the test
proteins into such regions. The symbols H and S
refer to helix or b-strand regions, while the coiled
regions are indicated by the dashed lines. The flex-
ible residues previously identified2 using a dynamic
programming algorithm for aligning sequences are
indicated by the letters J on the second line for each
protein.

An alternative set of flexible residues, indicated by
the letters O, is given on the third line for each
protein. The flexible residues in this set are deter-

mined using the Gaussian network model (GNM) of
proteins.29,32 The GNM allows expression of the
dynamics of the folded protein in terms of a collection
of vibrational modes. The most flexible residues are
identified by extracting the slowest (or largest ampli-
tude) modes and examining the residues most
strongly affected by these modes. These are gener-
ally found to occupy the loop regions or turns be-
tween a-helices or b-strands, or the helix termini. In
the following, calculations performed with the flex-
ible residues defined by Park and Levitt2 will be
referred to as set (a) and those using the residues
identified by the GNM as set (b). Thus, 16 different
cases will be analyzed, i.e., eight proteins with two
sets of flexible residues each, which will be shortly
designated with the PDB identifiers followed by the
suffix (a) or (b).

Screening Criteria for Generating Native-Like
Folds

To reduce the ensemble size and to obtain native-
like structures, we applied two screening tests before
proceeding with the energetic evaluation of the
conformations: (2) conformations that violate the
excluded volume principle are discarded; a threshold
value of 2.0 Å is adopted for the closest distance of
approach between two interaction sites; and (2) the

Fig. 1. Secondary structure and flexible segments of the
proteins considered in the present study (Table 1). The secondary
structure is indicated by S: b-strand, H: a-helix, or 2: coil or turn.
Flexible residues marked with the symbol ‘‘J’’ below the secondary
structure are taken from the study of Park and Levitt.2 Those
presently determined with the Gaussian network model are marked

with an ‘‘0’’ on the third row for each protein. *The sequence
number in the PBD file is assigned as 1–33, 86–107. Here we used
sequential numbers between 1 and 68. **Secondary structure
assignment conforms with the refined crystal structure reported by
Wlodawer et al.53
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radius of gyration Rg of a protein segment of n
residues is required to obey the empirical expres-
sion6

log Rg
2 5 (2/3) log n 1 0.92 (1)

within an error limit of D[log Rg
2] 5 60.2. In simula-

tions, pairs of rigid segments connected by a middle
flexible region, referred to as subchains, were consid-
ered separately, at the first step, and the local
conformations satisfying the above two criteria were
sorted out. An optimization of the flexible dihedral
angles up to 10° resolution was performed at this
step. At the next step, the resulting optimized sub-
chains were combined by adding one subchain at a
time to a growing group of subchains. The newly
generated conformations at each step were again
filtered on the basis of the above two criteria.

Beyond the addition of the fourth subchain, large
numbers ($106) of accessible conformations were
encountered, which were then subjected to a third
screening criterion based on energetics: only those
conformations whose overall non-bonded energies
were more favorable than 21.0 RT per residue were
retained at this stage. This criterion, consistent with
our analysis of potentials of mean forces stabilizing
protein structures,6 eliminated the conformations
subject to repulsive or weakly attractive potentials.
When the number of accepted folds was still substan-
tially large, the energy requirements was rendered
more severe so as to end up with a set of about 8,000
PFs for each protein (Table II).

Conformational energies were evaluated by using
the knowledge-based potentials recently extracted6

from PDB structures. These account for the interac-
tions between sites separated by at least five virtual
bonds along the chain sequence. They include three
contributions determined as a function of the separa-

tion rij at 2.0 Å distance intervals6

E 5 o
i51

n23

o
j5i13

n

ESS(rij) 1 o
i51

n24

o
j5i14

n

ESB(rij)

1 o
i51

n25

o
j5i15

n

EBB(rij). (2)

Here EBB(rij) is the potential between backbone (B)
sites Cai and Caj, ESS (rij) is the one between sidechains
Si and Sj, and ESB (rij) refers to sidechain (S) and
backbone (B) sites of residues i and j. The former is
invariant with respect to residue type, whereas the
latter two are residue specific. The complete set of
energy parameters is available on the internet (http://
klee.bme.boun.edu.tr/supplementarydata.html).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Energy and Geometry Characteristics
of the PFs

The number of PFs generated for each protein are
presented in Table II, along with their mean energies
and rms deviation with respect to X-ray structure.
Columns 2–4 refer to the results obtained using the
set (a) of flexible residues, and columns 5–7 refer to
those from set (b) (Fig. 1). , E/nRT . values
represent the mean energies of the PFs. The angular
brackets designate the average over all PFs found for
a given protein with a given choice of flexible resi-
dues. The large negative values (per residue) demon-
strate that the PFs are highly favorable from an
energetic point of view. The quantities 7d-rmsd8 in
columns 4 and 7 refer to the distance rms deviation
with respect to X-ray structure, again averaged over
the set of PFs generated for each case. For a given
PF, the distance rms deviation is found from Si Sj

[rij 2 rij
0]2/m)1/2 where rij and rij

0 are the distances
between sites i and j in the PF and the corresponding
X-ray structure, respectively, and m is the total
number of pairs included in the double summation.
We note that the distance rms deviations are lower
than the coordinate rms deviations by a factor of 1–3.
As illustrated below for a few cases, distance rms
deviations of the PFs lie in the range 0.5 Å # d-rms #
10 Å, in general, leading to the tabulated ,d-rmsd.
values of 5–7 Å in general.

Energies Vs. rms Deviations With Respect
to Native Fold

A detailed analysis of the potential energies of
individual PFs as a function of rms deviations re-
veals a tendency for the energy to decrease, in
general, as the rms deviation decreases, i.e., as the
native fold is approached. This trend is not necessar-
ily a smooth decrease, however. Figure 2 illustrates
the results for four example cases, L7/L12 ribosomal

TABLE II. Properties of Probable Folds (PFs)
Generated for Each Protein†

PDB
code

Set (a) Set (b)
No. of
PFs 7E/nRT8

7d-rmsd8
(Å)

No. of
PFs 7E/nRT8

7d-rmsd8
(Å)

4RXN 8,104 22.98 5.41 7,237 22.09 6.20
4PT1 7,955 22.42 6.02 8,003 22.09 3.81
1R69 8,024 23.37 5.38 7,910 24.56 2.11
2CRO 8,003 23.22 4.98 8,069 24.49 2.52
1SN3 8,077 22.47 5.51 8,069 23.10 5.01
1CTF 7,870 23.28 6.18 7,980 24.30 5.44
3ICB 3,845 22.28 6.93 7,904 22.17 6.23
1UBQ 1,925 21.79 6.10 1,904 21.62 6.75
†Set (a) refers to the simulation results obtained using the
flexible residues identified by Park and Levitt and set (b) to
those determined by the Gaussian network model.
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protein sequence analyzed with the set (b) of flexible
residues, 1CTF(b); N-terminal domain of phage 434
repressor with set (a), 1R69(a); scorpion neurotoxin
with set (a), 1SN3(a); and finally rubredoxin with set
(b), 4RXN(b).

Interestingly, multiple minima are observed in
Figure 2A at different d-rms deviations. Such mul-
tiple minima were also observed in 4PTI(a-b),
1R69(b), and 1SN3(b). Except for 4PTI(a), the deep-
est minimum was observed to occur at the lowest
d-rms region in all cases. The occurrence of multiple
minima is consistent with the presence of local wells
on the highly structured energy landscapes typically
attributed to proteins’ conformational space. The
energy traps such as that occurring near the d-rms
deviation of 2.5 Å in 1CTF(b) indicates the possible
formation of stable but misfolded structures during
the folding pathway.

In Figure 2B and C, on the other hand, a more
uniform distribution of energies as a function of
d-rms is observed. In general, there is a decrease in
energy as the rms deviation from the native fold is
diminished. A similar behavior was observed in
4RXN(a), 3ICB(a-b), 2CRO(a-b), and 1UBQ(a-b). The
only case that exhibited a completely different trend
was 4RXN(b), where rather scattered data were
observed (Fig. 2D). This and 4PTI(a) were, in fact,
the only two among the 16 cases examined that
failed to recognize the native fold, as will be de-
scribed below.

We note that in previous examinations of well-
constructed decoys, there was not a perceptible trend
towards a decrease in energy with decreasing rms
deviation from X-ray structure.2 To our knowledge,
this is the first time a clear decrease in energy of
well-constructed decoys has been observed at lower
rms values. The energetics of a large number of
competitive plausibly misfolded structures of myoglo-
bin, 1CTF, and 1R69 were analyzed by Monge et al.
using both low-resolution and all-atom models.21 The
rms deviation versus total energy plots for the
low-resolution models were rather scattered, like
that in Figure 2D, exhibiting a hardly distinguish-
able trend for the energy to decrease with decreasing
rms deviation from X-ray structure. In particular,
the energy of the native fold for 1R69 was found to be
very high relative to misfolded structures. The pre-
sent approach, however, permits a reasonable classi-
fication of the set of highly favorable, compact struc-
tures as to their increasing similarity to native fold
on the basis of their conformational energies.

Comparison of the Lowest Energy Decoys
With X-Ray Structures

The lowest energy decoy generated for each pro-
tein, referred to as the most probable fold (MPF), is
compared with the X-ray structure in Table III. The
third and fifth columns are the potential energies of
the MPFs obtained using the sets (a) and (b) of
flexible bonds. These may be compared with the
potential energies of the X-ray structures (2nd col-
umn), found using the same model and energy
parameters.6,30 We note that the MPFs have gener-
ally higher energies by about 1.0 RT compared with
X-ray structures. This is a consequence of the coarse-
grained sampling of the conformational space (at 10°
interval torsional angles) in our approach, and the
ensuing absence of optimization of interactions as
efficient as in the native fold. The fourth and sixth
columns are the coordinate rms (c-rms) deviations of
the MPFs from X-ray structures. These are found
from c-rms 5 (Si 0ri 2 ri

0 02/n)1/2 where ri is the posi-
tion vector of the ith backbone site in the MPF, and ri

0

is its counterpart in the X-ray structure, provided
that the two have been optimally superimposed.31

Fig. 2. Energies of the generated probable folds (PFs) plotted
as a function of distance rms deviations from X-ray structure
illustrated for (A) 1CTF(b), (B) 1R69(a), (C) 1SN3(a), and (D)
4RXN(b). See Table 1 for description of the proteins. There exists a
trend towards a decrease in energy with decreasing rms deviation
from X-ray structure.
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The c-rms deviations of the MPFs from X-ray
structures are below 3.0 Å, for all proteins, except for
4RXN(b) and 4PTI (a). On average, the MPFs exhibit
an rms deviation of 1.4 Å from the X-ray structures,
and their intramolecular potential amounts to 24.2
RT per residue, as presented in the last row of Table
III. The c-rms deviations are much lower than those
obtained by Park and Levitt2 for the same set. Thus
rms deviation values above 5.7 Å were reported for
the lowest energy conformations. This departure
between the two results may be attributed to the
following differences in the model and method: (2)
the present model contains two sites per residue, one
on the sidechain and the other on the backbone,
while that adopted previously contained only the
backbone a-carbons; the existence of a sidechain
rigidly appended to each a-carbon effectively con-
strains the conformational space and selects rela-
tively more favorable conformations; (2) a more
complete scanning of the conformational space is
performed here by varying the dihedral angles at 30°
intervals, originally, and then optimizing each at 10°
intervals, compared with the assignment of one of
four isomeric states to each rotatable bond; and (3)
distance-dependent inter-residue potentials extracted
at 0.4 Å resolution are used to evaluate the conforma-
tional energies, as opposed to the approximate dis-
tance-dependent versions of ‘‘on-off ’’ contact poten-
tials.

Figure 3 illustrates the comparison of the back-
bone structures of the MPFs with the corresponding
X-ray structures, for a few representative examples
among the 14 cases that closely reproduce the X-ray
structure. The two cases that fail to recognize the
X-ray structure are 4RXN(b), and 4PTI (a). Their
respective c-rms deviations are 8.08 and 6.63 Å. The
results for 4PTI are drastically improved (c-rms
deviation 5 1.53 Å), when the set (b) of flexible
residues deduced from the GNM approach29,32 are
adopted. Conversely, the use of set (a) for 4RXN
reduces the c-rms deviation to 1.91 Å. The strong

dependence of the results for these two proteins on
the choice of flexible residues is illustrated in Figure 4.

This analysis suggests that fixing an inappropri-
ate set of residues in a hierarchical simulation
algorithm leads to misfolded structures. These struc-
tures exhibit quite favorable, but non-native-like
inter-residue interactions. In our simulations, the
conformations of small portions of sequentially con-
tiguous segments were optimized and gradually
packed together. Improper choice of such segments,
like incorrect structure formation on a local scale in
experiments, could thus lead to misfolded struc-
tures, unless a mechanism for the dissociation of
these originally misfolded regions operates at later
stages of folding. Such a mechanism being absent in
our simulations, the correct folded states were not
captured in two cases, 4RXN(b) and 4PTI(a).

Decoys Exhibiting the Lowest c-rms
Deviations From X-Ray Structures

As a further test, we concentrated on the PFs
exhibiting the lowest rms deviation from the crystal
structure. The aim was to visualize their energy
rank among the set of PFs generated for each
protein. The results are presented in Table IV. Here,
the lowest c-rms deviations attained in the gener-
ated PFs, their energies expressed in RT units, per
residue basis, and their rank on the basis of total
energies, are listed for the two sets (a) and (b) of
flexible residues. The ranks of 1R69, 3ICB, 1CTF,
and 1UBQ in set (a), and 1UBQ and 2CRO in set (b)
are 1. Therefore, the most native-like fold insofar as
the structural similarity to crystal fold is concerned,
is also the one having the lowest total energy, which
supports the view that the native structure is also a
thermodynamic equilibrium state. In the case of
3ICB (b), the energy rank is 2, and those of 2CRO
and 4RXN set (a) are 3.

These results support the use of the present model
and energy parameters for recognizing the native
fold. The most native-like fold always lies in the top

TABLE III. Comparison of the Lowest Energy Decoys With X-Ray Structures†

PDB
name

E/nRT
(X-ray)

Set (a) Set (b)
E/nRT

(simulations)
c-rms

deviation (Å)
E/nRT

(simulations)
c-rms

deviation (Å)

4RXN 24.37 23.86 1.91 23.32 8.08
4PTI 24.05 23.21 6.63 23.45 1.53
1R69 25.58 24.98 0.99 25.30 0.63
2CRO 25.35 24.59 1.17 24.98 0.75
1SN3 24.45 23.94 1.77 23.48 2.92
1CTF 25.51 24.58 1.05 25.46 0.89
3ICB 24.97 24.36 0.76 23.97 2.26
1UBQ 25.08 24.02 1.40 23.66 1.36

Average‡ 25.62 24.18 1.29 24.33 1.48
†The lowest energy decoy obtained in simulations is referred to as most probable fold (MPF) for each
protein.
‡Excluding the outliners 4PTI in set (a) and 4RXN in set (b).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the lowest energy conformations ob-
tained in present simulations with corresponding X-ray structures.
Results are displayed for 3ICB(a), 2CRO(a), 1R69(a) on the left,
and 1CTF(b), 1UBQ(b), and 1SN3(b) on the right. The a-carbon

trace of the X-ray structure is shown in white in all cases, while the
backbone structures predicted with the set of flexible residues (a)
and (b) are shown in gray.
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,600 among the approximately 8,000 PFs generated
for each protein, sorted with respect to their ener-
gies. It is to be noted that prior to the energy
screening criterion, the number of generated folds
was above 106 for each protein.

No energy gap was observed between the most
native-like fold and the other PFs in our simulations.
The same observation was made by Covell and
Jernigan33 in their simulations of conformations on
lattices with predefined distribution of cells. In that
study, which is one of the earliest examples of
threading simulations, the native structure was
found to lie within the top 1% of the energy-sorted
conformations.

Identification of Local Stabilization Regions

In a recent insightful review, Finkelstein9 pointed
out that structural features common to energetically
favorable conformations can be identified by the
statistical examination of the ensemble of predicted
tertiary structures, instead of concentrating on a
single conformation. Following this approach, we
examined the probability distribution of the rotat-
able dihedral angles (fi) and determined the most
favorable torsional states selected in the energeti-
cally most favorable conformations. Interestingly,
some flexible bonds exhibited a very pronounced
preference for native torsional angles, which may be

Fig. 4. Backbone structures of the lowest energy conformations generated for 4RXN (upper
panels) and 4PTI (lower panels), using the set (a) and (b) of rotatable bonds, all of them optimally
superposed on the corresponding X-ray structures shown in white. The darker backbone traces
refer to the results from set (a) and (b).
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considered as evidence for local stability near these
residues. This interpretation is only tentative, in
view of the coarse-grained nature of our analysis, yet
some agreement between theoretical results and
experiments is observed, which suggests the possible
utility of such statistical analyses of local conforma-
tional stability.

Figure 5 illustrates the results for 4PTI and 3ICB,
both of which contain flexible bonds with sharp
preferences for certain torsional states, far above
those expected from random probability distribu-
tions. Here the PFs generated with the set (a) of
flexible residues are considered. The angle distribu-
tions are presented for a few bonds only, for clarity.
For example, in 4PTI, among the ten rotatable bonds
of set (a), Lys26-Ala27 and Ala27-Gly28 are distin-
guished by their strong preference for the torsional
angles 40° and 230°, respectively, as may be observed
in Figure 5A. The corresponding torsional angles in
the native state are 39.3° and 227.5°. Together with
the segments that are held fixed on both sides of
these residues, a locally stabilized region extending
between Arg17 # i # Thr32 is implied. The latter is
in black in the a-carbon trace shown in the inset.
This region includes the first b-strand of the protein,
which is the most stable region of the inhibitor as
indicated by experiments34–38 and theoretical39,40

studies.
Likewise, examination of Figure 5B reveals the

strong preference of bonds Thr34-Glu35 and Glu35-
Phe36 of calbindin D9k for the torsional angle 20°.
These again coincide with the torsional angles (19.6°
and 22.2°) of the respective virtual bonds in the
native state. The segment Ser24 # i # Thr45,
limited by the flexible bonds Gln22-Leu23 and Leu46-
Asp47, which do not exhibit a strong preference for
any well-defined torsional state (Fig. 5B), therefore
appears as a stable region. This region includes the
helix II and the single helical turn (Ser38 # i #
Lys41) of calbindin D9k, which stabilize the mobile

linker between helices II and helices III.41,42 This
linker connects the N-terminal and C-terminal EF-
hand motifs of the protein. The present analysis thus
indicates that the N-terminal EF-hand is more stable
than the C-terminal EF hand. This supports previ-
ous NMR observations of the solution structure of
apo calbindin D9k, in which the Ca21 binding of the
two EF-hands was noted to be highly asymmetric:
the backbone rms deviation for the C-terminal hand
was nearly double that of the N-terminal hand,
which was attributed to the preformation of the
N-terminal hand.43

A similar analysis was done for all proteins pres-
ently examined. No significant preference for native
state dihedral angles could be observed in 1R69 and
1UBQ, using either set of flexible residues; all rotat-
able bonds were found to obey relatively broad or
multimodal distributions. Hydrogen exchange experi-
ments indicate the absence of formation of any
specific, stable secondary structure in the folding
pathway of ubiquitin (1UBQ),44 which supports our
observation. The remaining three proteins revealed
the following regions with observable conforma-
tional preferences: Thr18 # i # Lys40 in 2CRO,
Glu23 # i # Thr55 in 1SN3, and Asn12 # i # Ala37
(Ala 90 in PDB) in 1CTF. The indicated region in
phage 434 Cro includes two helices buried in the
hydrophobic core.45 That in neurotoxin (1SN3) con-
sists of two b-strands and an a-helix linked to the
strands in the hydrophobic core,46 whereas in 1CTF,
an a-turn-a motif is identified. More experimental
data and detailed atomic analyses are needed for an
assessment of the validity of the proposed regions of
enhanced local stability.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the
present study:

Kinetically Favorable Shape of the
Conformational Energy Landscape Near the
Native State

The energy minimum associated with the native
structure is broad and deep enough to be recognized
upon sampling of conformational space at 30° inter-
val rotations of Ca-Ca virtual bonds, conforming with
our previous results for ROP monomer.26 Due to
computational limitations, a finite number of bonds
were rotated here similarly to the approach adopted
by Park and Levitt.2 Two alternative sets of rotatable
bonds (a) and (b), -one proposed in an earlier study,2

and another based on the Gaussian network model of
proteins,29,32 were considered for an assessment of the
validity of the results irrespective of the choice of the
flexible segments. The conformations having rota-
tional angles close to native state dihedrals passed
the screening tests in most proteins examined by
either set of rotatable bonds, i.e., the majority of

TABLE IV. Ranks and Energies of the PFs
Exhibiting the Lowest c-rms Deviation

From X-Ray Structure†

PDB
name

Set (a) Set (b)
Lowest c-rms
deviation (Å)

(a)

Energy
rank
(a)

Lowest c-rms
deviation (Å)

(b)

Energy
rank
(b)

4RXN 0.77 3 1.76 385
4PTI 1.65 35 1.05 271
1R69 0.99 1 0.52 17
2CRO 1.1 3 0.48 1
1SN3 0.47 25 0.90 596
1CTF 1.05 1 0.70 10
3ICB 0.76 1 1.41 2
1UBQ 1.40 1 1.36 1
†Among the 8,000 PFs generated for each protein, with each set
of flexible residues.
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native-like conformations were included in the re-
duced set of well-constructed decoys.

Suitability of Database Extracted
Inter-Residue Potentials and Screening
Criteria for Discriminating the Native
Structure

The energy parameters, as well as the size and
energy constraints adopted in screening tests, were
recently derived6 from databank structures using
the same virtual bond model as the one presently
adopted. Using either set (a) or (b) of flexible bonds,

seven of the eight proteins examined are shown to
recognize the native fold with an rms deviation of
about 1.4 Å (Table III), which is considerably lower
than those observed in previous coarse-grained simu-
lations. One protein in each set was observed, on the
other hand, to be misfolded into an alternative
energetically favorable structure.

Improper Choice of Preformed Segments
Leads to Misfolded Structures

To reduce the ensemble size, chain portions com-
posed of flexible bonds flanked by rigidly held seg-

Fig. 5. Distribution of rotational angles (fi) for a subset of
flexible bonds of (A) bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (4PTI) and
(B) calbindin D9k(3ICB). The bonds are indicated on the figure.
Pronounced preferences for native state rotational angles are

distinguished for bonds Lys26-Ala27 and Ala27-Gly28 in A, and
bonds Thr34-Glu35 and Glu35-Phe36 in B. These bonds and the
rigidly held segments on both sides are shown in black in the inset.
The remaining portions are shown in gray.
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ments were combined gradually, using screening
criteria that ensure native-like geometry and energy
characteristics. The conformational states closest to
the X-ray structure in our coarse-grained space were
overlooked in this hierarchical procedure, in two
cases: 4PTI(a) and 4RXN(b). The fact that for the
same proteins, the use of the alternative sets of
flexible bonds satisfactorily led to the recognition of
the X-ray structure, as illustrated in Figure 4,
invites attention to the important role of the correct
formation of foldons in early folding phases, for the
proper evolution towards the native structure. Re-
striction of the conformational space, or more pre-
cisely the folding pathways, by fixing a number of
degrees of freedom may thus totally obstruct the
passage to the correctly folded state. A sequential
folding mechanism is useful in computer simulations
only if the preformed structural elements are accu-
rately identified.

Conformational Energy Decreases as the rms
Deviation From X-Ray Structure Decreases

This pattern, observed in a distinct way for the
first time in coarse-grained simulations, is illus-
trated in Figure 2.

A more critical test reveals that in 6 of the 16 cases
examined, the structure with the lowest rms devia-
tion from X-ray structure coincides exactly with the
lowest energy fold (Table IV), while it lies in the top
600 of the energy-sorted list of about 8,000 probable
folds extracted for each protein starting from more
than 106 original conformations in each case. In
previous low-resolution simulations, there was little
or no obvious correlation between energy and rms
deviation.2,21 Park and Levitt suggested that the best
energy functions will only start to discriminate
effectively when structures close to the correct confor-
mation can be examined. The present set of struc-
tures indeed exhibit highly favorable energetics and
native-like geometry in general (Table II). Therefore,
the fact that a correlation between energy and rms
deviation could be observed in the present set sup-
ports the original conjecture of Park and Levitt2.

A Pronounced Preference for Native Dihedral
Angles Is Observed in Some Rotatable Bonds

This enhanced preference emerges from the analy-
sis of the probability distribution of dihedral angles
in the ensemble of well-constructed decoys, as re-
cently suggested.7–9 Segments with enhanced propen-
sity for conformational states that coincide with the
native structure may be viewed as relatively stable
regions possibly correctly folded at early folding
stage. This hypothesis is supported by comparison of
experimental results for bovine pancreatic inhibitor
and calbindin D9k. Further data, both theoretical
and experimental, are needed, however, to strengthen
this hypothesis.
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